handcrafted timber windows, doors & stairs

Welcome
Brookeswood’s hardwood door, window and architectural joinery
products will transform your home into something of real beauty,
whether it’s enhancing the aesthetics of an existing building or creating
something unique for an extension or a new build project.
Designed for you and manufactured
to last, using the finest engineered
timber of your choice. We use
European Oak, Grandis and Accoya
which is a scientifically modified
timber using cutting edge technology.
All our timber is fully traceable and
FSC approved.
We use selected industry leading
components including glass,
hardware and paint/finish to complete
our products offering the very best
in durability, thermal efficiency and
security.
Our team of craftsmen have a wealth
of experience acquired over many
years, enabling us to draw on an
extensive range of skills to give
you the best help and advice when
planning your project.

All of our products are made in the
Staffordshire Moorlands, in our
own workshops, where we have
total control over the manufacturing
process.
Everything is factory finished and
glazed before leaving us. We have
our own installation service too if
required.
Being centrally located we are able
to manage and complete projects
throughout the country, with our
advisors always on hand to discuss
your requirements in depth.
If you would like to know more give
us a call on 01538 388 630 or visit
www.brookeswood.com

“We want the best value for money for our
customers - that’s why we go the extra mile“
Neil Brookes
Managing Director

Doors
Your Front Door is the focal
point of your home and
choosing the right one
is important in creating
a striking and lasting
impression.
Our door sets are designed to be
beautiful in appearance and sturdy
in construction made from long
lasting hardwoods in any colour
or finish.
Whether traditional or contemporary
they all feature modern high security
multipoint locking as standard.
Many designs are available,
including single & double doors,
stable doors, panelled, tongue &
groove, part or fully glazed.
Stained glass and your choice of
hardware can be incorporated into
the design.
Our doors are fully insulated and
comply with CE marking standards.

Bi Fold Doors
and French Doors

Our Bi Fold Doors are
considered to be some
of the most aesthetically
pleasing available.
We offer both top hung and bottom
roller systems, both provide a
graceful smooth operation and
even large door sets can be
opened with little effort allowing the
interior of your home to seamlessly
connect with your garden.
We offer both double and triple
glazing and a selection of colours
and styles to suit your property.
All our door sets are bespoke and
made to meet your exact aesthetic
and functional requirements.
Available in various configurations
from two doors upwards to fit
any aperture.

Windows
Whatever the style of your
home we have a design
of window to enhance
the appearance, thermal
efficiency and security.
Our Casement Windows are available in
a wide variety of styles and finishes from
traditional to contemporary.
Featuring easy clean egress hinges and
twin cam security locks. The security lock
is an eight point system and offers more
than double the security of other industry
standard products.
Precision engineering gives this lock its
smooth effortless operation, simply turn
the handle.
Our Sash Windows are traditional in
appearance and also incorporate a
host of features to make them beautiful,
thermally efficient and secure.
We offer a choice of spiral balances or
traditional weights and pulleys. We fit full
weather sealing using a combination of
brush and compression seals.
Pre-fitted Secured by Design hardware
incorporating locking fitch fasteners.

“Just wanted to say that we are thrilled with our doors
& roof lights. They have been giving daily pleasure for
nearly a year now. It is so easy to open & close the
doors – it all works so well. It also looks wonderful.”
Mrs Tiarks. Worcestershire
“Thank you. The windows are beautiful and make such
a difference to the warmth and appearance of
the house.”
Mrs Oberholster. Staffordshire
“Once again Brookeswood excelled. The design was
challenging and pushed the boundaries but again
their collaborative approach won through and we
now have a real show piece that really has created
the “wow” factor in our dream home.”
Mrs Turner. West Sussex
“It has been an absolute pleasure to deal with you,
right from the initial contact, through the various
meetings, and the effort and attention to the fitting
provided by your fitting team. Thank you to everyone
involved, including those unseen heroes in the
workshop who actually manufactured the products.”
Mr Allat. Staffordshire
“We
 would like to express our thanks to the team
at Brookeswood for the supply and installation of
windows & folding sliding doors recently
completed at our home. The quality they produce
is recognised and truly appreciated and it seems
very obvious to us that you have a team of crafts
men who take a great deal of pride in their work.
As customers we thank them.”
Mr & Mrs Szulc. Nottinghamshire

Brookeswood Joinery Ltd
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Stabilised Timber Windows
Doors & Conservatories
Classic & Contemporary Designs
Folding-Sliding Doors
French & Patio Doors
Staircases
Sash Windows
Bespoke Joinery

